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WakuWaku Dammtor is an unusual fast food restaurant and organic grocery store 
in Hamburg where the major décor elements feature rough, low-grade timber 
normally associated with a construction site.



+

The recently relaunched restaurant 
showcases a design that backs its ‘Good 
for Earth’ position and shouts ‘organic’ 
and ‘sustainable’ to its rapidly increasing 
clientele.

A large, open facade provides an 
unrestricted view of a space almost entirely 
encased in solid wood panelling, creating 
an ideal stage to display the company’s 
products. 

Interior design architects Ippolito Fleitz 
Group told timber+DESIGN it dealt with the 
different needs of busy shopping traffic for 
the food store and the more relaxed eating 
of the restaurant by splitting the space in 
two. A ‘high table’ provides informal seating 
and forms a barrier towards the alcove-like 
benches and tables on the wall. 

“The client wanted to emphasise in all 
elements and materials that the company 
supports a sustainable way of running its 
business. The budget was also very tight 
– particularly given the enormous ceiling 
height and the need to build the furniture.”

One sidewall with floor-to-ceiling shelving 
integrates display compartments and glass-
fronted refrigerators. A long central counter 
and parallel niches provide imaginative 
seating spots for all requirements. 

“The client wanted to emphasise in 
all elements and materials that the 

company supports a sustainable way 
of running its business.”



Different shaped chairs hark back to the 
original WakuWaku outlet – as do the chair 
legs, ‘dipped’ in the company colour. 

The ubiquitous untreated fir boards 
are more commonly used in Germany for 
scaffolding and ramps on construction 
sites. However, the rough-sawn surface was 
sanded and varnished with a transparent 
coating – serving as a fire retardant and also 
protecting the timber against stains.

Contrasting with the rustic image of the 
timber are intricate wall sketches, created 
by Chris Rehberger using taut strings, and a 
canopy of fine wire lamps.

And by all accounts, the new-look 
WakuWaku is doing a roaring trade.  
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ABOVE: Rough 
wooden surfaces 

contrast with 
Chris Rehberger’s 

intricate wall 
sketches 

RIGHT: Chairs with 
their ‘corporate 
socks’ use the 
same base but 

offer various seat 
options
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